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QUALITY REVIEW CHECKLIST FOR BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS
Work Request
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Intake Drafter Head

Proof Review

1. Is the requester's, sponsor's, or cosponsor's name properly
recorded on the work request and on the document?
2. Is the work request completed accurately and sufficiently
detailed to identify the objective of the requester? Are
subsequent communications with sponsors documented in the
work request?
3. Does the work request identify if this is a duplicate request?
Have similar drafts been considered?

Document

4. Does the draft address potential constitutional issues? Have
constitutional issues been discussed with sponsor?
5. Does the title include all sections and clauses included in the
body and are they ordered properly? Are "relating to" clauses
completed properly?
6. Are penalty, appropriation, effective date, retroactive
application, expiration date, and emergency clauses included
if necessary?
7. Are internal draft references to sections correct?
8. Have all NDCC cross references been corrected as the result
of repeals or reordering of subsections, subdivisions, etc?
9. Have all the related sections of NDCC been addressed?

10. Does each newly created section have a caption? Does the
caption of an amended section reflect changes made to the
section?
11. Are proper Legend styles chosen for different sections of the
bill: sections, subsections, subdivisions, etc.
12. Is existing law overstruck and new law underscored? Is it in
proper order, overstrike before underscore?
13. Is the draft clear, concise, consistent, and complete?
14. Has the bill or resolution been checked for proper
capitalization, punctuation, spelling, and grammar? Including
proper:
Departmental names
Use of numbers
Citations to federal and state law
15. Does the language in the document conform with Legislative
Council style and grammar guidelines?
16. Does the work product accomplish the objective of the
requester as described on the work request?
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